Hybrid Meetings:
Live Events & Webinars
Microsoft Teams innovations designed for hybrid work

Building virtual events that matter
for employees and customers alike.

Bridge the gap between remote
and on-site collaboration to give
attendees equal presence.

Deliver interactive and engaging
virtual events of all types, from
company townhalls, to webinars,
to online conferences with Teams.

Tools to support pre- and
post-event workflow
Create an attendee registration page for any event
to better manage attendance before and after
the engagement.
Designate up to 10 additional co-organizers to help
manage and support events.
Add custom questions to help gather additional
information at the point of registration.
Download reporting to share data into marketing
automation and CRM tools to create personalized
follow-up emails and surveys.

Deliver engaging events with
large scale audiences
Scale up to 1,000 attendees for interactive webinars,
townhalls, and trainings and up to 10,000 for
view-only broadcasts .
Seamlessly integrate your Teams camera feed into
the presentation, customizing how and where you
want to appear on your slides with Cameo.
Use PowerPoint Live in Teams to present real-time or
pre-record your presentation to deliver in a way that
works best for you.
Share a sentiment without interrupting the
meeting flow.
Presenters and organizers can create polls or surveys
to get feedback and responses during the event.

Latest announcements on
innovations coming to Teams*
Have global, multinational meetings with Language
Interpretation where interpreters convert what the
speaker says into another language in real time
without disrupting the original flow of delivery of
the speaker.
Use the power of cameo and recording studio* in
PowerPoint together to deliver an effective
presentation that allows for asynchronous
collaboration between presenters. When delivering
the presentation using PowerPoint Live in Teams, it
will appear as if all presenters are in the room
together, allowing for flexibility when we’re
managing schedules and different time zones.

* Expected to be available in 2022.
Please check Microsoft 365 roadmap for latest availability.

